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Combinatorial CRISPR–Cas9
screens for de novo mapping
of genetic interactions
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We developed a systematic approach to map human genetic
networks by combinatorial CRISPR–Cas9 perturbations
coupled to robust analysis of growth kinetics. We targeted all
pairs of 73 cancer genes with dual guide RNAs in three cell
lines, comprising 141,912 tests of interaction. Numerous
therapeutically relevant interactions were identified, and these
patterns replicated with combinatorial drugs at 75% precision.
From these results, we anticipate that cellular context will be
critical to synthetic-lethal therapies.

Simultaneous mutation of two genes can produce a phenotype
that is unexpected in light of each mutation’s individual effect1.
This phenomenon, known as genetic interaction, identifies an
underlying functional relationship between the genes, such as
contributions to the same protein complex or pathway2. Mapping
these functional relationships in a systematic fashion has broad
applicability for advancing fundamental understanding of biological systems3–5. Genetic interactions also have implications
for therapeutic development, for instance, in cancers in which
negative or ‘synthetic-lethal’ interactions via simultaneous disruption of both genes cause cell killing6. The feasibility of this
approach has been demonstrated with the recent approval of the
drug olaparib, an inhibitor of PARP1/2, specifically for tumors
with loss-of-function mutations in BRCA1 or BRCA2. However,
further applications of synthetic-lethal cancer therapy have

been limited by poor understanding of the important genetic
interactions in cancer cells and how these vary from one cancer
type to another or from patient to patient7,8.
To enable systematic mapping of genetic-interaction networks,
we developed a CRISPR–Cas9 screening methodology for targeting single genes and pairs of genes in a high-throughput format.
In the CRISPR–Cas9 system, a guide RNA (gRNA), in complex
with the Cas9 protein, targets genomic sequences homologous to
the gRNA9,10. Targeting new genomic elements entails modifying
the gRNA sequence, thus enabling many targeted genome-editing and regulation capabilities9. Notably, Cas9 also enables easy
multiplex targeting via delivery of multiple gRNAs per cell11. Here,
we combined multiplex targeting with array-based oligonucleotide
synthesis11–14 to create dual-gRNA libraries covering up to 105
defined gene pairs (Fig. 1a and Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2a–d).
In these libraries, each construct bears two gRNAs, each of which
is designed to target either a gene or a scrambled nontargeting
sequence absent from the genome. Thus, all combinations of
gene–gene (double-gene perturbation) and gene–scramble (singlegene perturbation) are exhaustively assayed for effects on cell
growth. Notably, in our approach, both spacers for a dual-gRNA
construct are directly specified during oligonucleotide synthesis,
thereby enabling the library constituents to be exactly defined to
facilitate custom gRNA pairing. By enabling determination and
comparison of single-gene- and dual-gene-perturbation effects in
the same assay, this approach allows for the systematic quantification of genetic interactions in humans.
We conducted genetic-interaction screens by transducing the
dual-gRNA lentiviral library into a population of cells stably
expressing Cas9, maintaining these cells in exponential growth
over the course of four weeks, then sampling the relative changes
in gRNAs at multiple time points: days 3, 14, 21 and 28 posttransduction (Online Methods). To robustly quantify gene fitness
and genetic interactions, we developed a computational analysis
framework that integrates all samples across the multiple days
of the experiment. This method (i) detects and removes gRNA
constructs with insufficient read coverage; (ii) fits growth curves
to the measured log2 abundances of each construct over time, the
slopes of which reflect fitness; and (iii) integrates data from the
multiple gRNA constructs to derive a robust fitness value for disruption of each gene, fg, and gene pair, fg,g′. Finally (iv), a geneticinteraction score, πgg′, is calculated as the difference between the
observed and the expected fitness of the double-gene knockout
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Figure 1 | Experimental and analytical framework for identification of genetic interactions with combinatorial CRISPR knockout. (a) Schematic of
overall experimental approach: array-based oligonucleotide synthesis is used to create dual-gRNA libraries containing all gene–gene (double-gene
perturbation; C2) and gene–scramble (single-gene perturbation; C1) combinations, which can then be assayed for effects on cell growth. (b) Schematic
of computational analysis workflow: CRISPR screens are run as two independent replicate experiments, cells are harvested at four time points, and
gRNA frequencies are determined by high-throughput sequencing. All gRNAs below a threshold (red dash) are excluded from further analysis. Fitness is
determined from a fit of log relative abundance over time; probes are subsequently ranked on the basis of absolute fitness and weighted, and then a
numerical Bayesian method is used to test for the presence of a genetic interaction.

(Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 3a–d). Significant departures
from expected (π <3σ or π >3σ) are called as negative or positive
genetic interactions, respectively. A negative interaction indicates
slower-than-expected growth, thus suggesting synthetic sickness
or lethality, whereas a positive interaction indicates faster-thanexpected growth, thus suggesting epistasis.
Using this method, we evaluated all pairwise gene-knockout combinations among a panel of 73 genes divided between
tumor-suppressor genes (TSGs) and cancer-relevant drug targets
(DT), a subset of which were also verified oncogenes15 (Fig. 2a
and Supplementary Table 1). Experiments were performed in
three cell lines: HeLa, a human papilloma virus–positive cervical cancer cell line; A549, a KRAS G12S-mutant lung cancer cell
line; and 293T, an SV40 large T antigen–transformed embryonic
kidney cell line. With nine gRNA pairs per combination, the
library comprised 23,652 double-gene-knockout constructs and
657 single-gene-knockout constructs; testing two replicates in
each cell line yielded a total of 141,912 unique tests of interaction (Supplementary Table 2a). Measurements of gene fitness
(fg) were well correlated between biological replicates in the same
cell line (HeLa, Pearson r = 0.96, two-tailed P = 4.2 × 10−40; A549,
Pearson r = 0.94, P = 1.2 × 10−37; and 293T, Pearson r = 0.97, P =
1.5 × 10−44), as were the π scores for significant genetic interactions (HeLa, r = 0.81, P = 4.7 × 10−18; A549, r = 0.65, P = 2.9 ×
10−8; and 293T, r = 0.79, P = 4.7 × 10−4; Supplementary Fig. 4a–f
and Supplementary Table 2b).
Moreover, we observed a significant correlation between the total
number of genetic interactions identified for a gene and its single
gene fitness (HeLa, r = 0.77, two-tailed P = 3.4 × 10−10; A549, r = 0.45,
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P = 0.0018; and 293T, r = 0.77, P = 9.0 × 10−10; Supplementary
Fig. 4g), thus suggesting that genes that are network ‘hubs’ may be
more functionally important than genes with fewer interactions.
Such a relationship has previously been observed in model organisms but has not previously been reported in humans5.
We next moved from comparison between replicates to comparison among the three cancer cell lines. First, we found a lower but
significant correlation of the single-gene fitness scores across pairs
of cell lines (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Fig. 4h,i and Supplementary
Table 3a). Differences in these fitness scores recapitulated known
biological differences, including the large positive growth effect of
TP53 knockout in A549 but not HeLa or 293T, in which TP53 is
already inactivated by viral proteins. Gene fitness scores did not
significantly correlate with gene expression in any of the three
cell lines (Supplementary Fig. 5a–c). Genes with very low or no
expression had fitness scores very near the average for that cell
line, in agreement with a neutral growth effect.
Second, we found that the genetic interactions identified
from these data were different among cell lines (Fig. 2c and
Supplementary Fig. 4j,k). A total of 152 synthetic-lethal (negative) genetic interactions were identified in HeLa, A549, or
293T cells (false discovery rate of ~0.3; Fig. 2d, Supplementary
Fig. 6a–c and Supplementary Table 3b,c). Of these, 16 (10.5%)
were identified in multiple cell lines, and no interactions were
common to all three cell lines. The remaining 136 interactions were
‘unique’ to a cell line (HeLa, 38 of 52; A549, 43 of 57; and 293T,
55 of 59; Fig. 2e and Supplementary Fig. 6d–f). Additionally,
there were eight positive genetic interactions (epistasis) identified
in HeLa, two in 293T and none in A549. Among all of these
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Figure 2 | Genetic interactions in HeLa, A549 and 293T cancer cells. (a) Genes selected for study included tumor-suppressor genes (TSG) and
cancer-relevant drug targets (DT), which included many oncogenes. (b) Scatter plot of fitness of single-gene knockout (KO) in HeLa versus A549.
(c) Scatter plot of interaction scores in HeLa versus A549, generated with the smoothScatter R function with default settings. The density of gene pairs
at each x,y location is represented by darkness of blue shading; single gene pairs in low-density regions are marked by black dots. (d) Proportional Venn
diagram summarizing the number of synthetic-lethal interactions per cell line and the number conserved between each cell-line pair. (e) Combined
synthetic-lethal network for all three cell lines. Circles, TSGs; squares, DTs. Node colors indicate the single-gene-knockout fitness effect: red, positive fitness
effect; blue, negative fitness effect. Thick black borders around nodes indicate that the protein product of the gene is the target of an FDA-approved drug.
The line colors indicate the cell lines in which the interaction was identified: blue, HeLa; red, A549; green, 293T; black, multiple cell lines.

discoveries, we found that 28 interactions had previously been
identified, including the therapeutically relevant interactions
BRCA1–PARP1 (ref. 6) and PTEN–MTOR16.
We next sought to validate these findings, particularly the discrepancies across cell lines. We selected eight pairs of DT genes for
which a synthetic-lethal genetic interaction had been identified in
only HeLa or A549 cells. Rather than simply reproducing the dual
CRISPR knockout experiment (gene–gene interaction), we sought
to examine the viability of cells exposed to drugs inhibiting the
corresponding gene products (drug–drug interaction), evaluating
whether the interaction could be identified by an independent
technology at the protein level and whether it was also accessible
therapeutically. Drug–drug assays validated six of eight interactions during testing in the cell line for which the interaction had
been first observed by dual CRISPR (75% precision or positive
predictive value). In contrast, for gene pairs tested in a cell line
for which an interaction had not been implicated by dual CRISPR
knockout, only two of eight pairs showed an interaction in drug–
drug assays (75% negative predictive value, Supplementary Figs.
7a–g and 8a–j and Supplementary Table 4). Thus, the differences
in genetic interaction across cell lines, as identified by systematic
CRISPR screens were largely reproduced as drug–drug interactions in small-scale assays.
In the future, by allowing for genetic-interaction mapping
directly in eukaryotic cells, our combinatorial CRISPR–Cas9 technology may pave the way for systematic determination of cancer
pathways, with twofold applications: improving understanding

of how networks of genes influence tumorigenesis and aiding
in the development of precision therapeutics via new druggable
synthetic-lethal interactions. Recognizing that there may be great
diversity in genetic interactions among different tumors, it will
be important to perform these studies across a large number of
samples; such a broad approach should be enabled by the highthroughput method presented here. We also note the importance
of gRNA efficacy and anticipate that improvements in gRNA
design17–19 to increase the editing rate and decrease false negatives, as well as use of gRNAs that specifically target functional
protein domains20, will be critical to further scale these experiments and improve consistency. We also note that the variability of
Cas9 expression between individual cells, and from one cell line to
another, may also affect perturbation efficiency. In the future, we
believe that integrating results from complementary perturbation
strategies such as CRISPR inhibition and activation, as well proteomic and chemogenetic studies, should enable the generation of
more comprehensive interaction maps7. Finally, this experimental
and analytic framework is not unique to cancer cell cells and can
readily be applied to systematically map the genetic architecture of
complex biological systems and diseases in any eukaryotic system
amenable to lentiviral transduction and growth in culture.
Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any associated
accession codes and references, are available in the online version
of the paper.
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ONLINE METHODS
The protocol for the dual gRNA library cloning can be found
in ref. 21.
Dual-gRNA-library cloning. Preparation of the dual-gRNA
library involved a two-step cloning process whereby each synthesized oligonucleotide was assembled progressively with promoters
and 3′-gRNA scaffolds21 (Supplementary Fig. 1). This multistep
protocol is critical, because array-based oligonucleotides from
commercial vendors have a maximum length of ~300 bp, whereas
a dual-gRNA cassette is ~1,000 bp in size; thus, additional steps
of cloning are needed to reconstitute the full sequence. We optimized the library efficacy by eliminating large repeat sequences
in the dual-gRNA vectors, because such repeats could potentially compromise both viral production and sequencing quality.
Toward this goal, we chose nonhomologous polymerase III promoters (hU6 and mU6), on the basis of their comparable activity22. We also explored mutagenized gRNA scaffold sequences to
further increase sequence diversity while maintaining the primary hairpin loops in the gRNA scaffold (via G–C versus A–U
interactions)23–25. Experiments showed that although engineered
versions 2 and 3 were active, the wild-type scaffold and version 4
showed the most consistent activity (Supplementary Fig. 2a,b)
and were therefore used for all subsequent studies. We also confirmed that the two gRNA positions in the construct were equally
functional (hU6 gRNA and mU6 gRNA), and thus the dual-gRNA
libraries did not need to include both positions for each gRNA
(Supplementary Fig. 2c). Additionally, we confirmed that the
two gRNAs were simultaneously active by targeting both EGFR
and mCherry. There was a moderate decrease in activity when
two guides were expressed in a dual-gRNA format, but each
guide remained equally functional in both positions and with
both gRNA scaffolds (Supplementary Fig. 2d).
To construct combinatorial libraries that exhaustively interrogated the network of genetic interactions among a panel of
genes, our approach was to design three gRNAs against each
gene. Additionally, three gRNAs were designed as nontargeting
controls. Dual-gRNA lentiviral constructs were then synthesized
for all pairwise gRNA combinations between genes (double perturbations) and between genes and scrambled sequences (single
perturbations). This format resulted in nine pairwise gRNA constructs per gene pair. The first step was to assemble the paired
gRNAs into a backbone vector, and in the next step, a fragment
including both the first gRNA scaffold and a mouse U6 promoter
was inserted between the paired gRNAs.
Step I: paired-gRNA cloning. The pooled oligonucleotide libraries were synthesized by CustomArray. Full-length oligonucleotides
with dual-gRNA spacers (i.e., 20-bp sequences used for targeting desired genes) were amplified by PCR with Kapa Hifi (Kapa
Biosystems). PCR reactions were set up according to the manufacturer’s protocol, with 1 µL of synthesized oligonucleotide template (typically ~20 ng), an annealing temperature of 55 °C and an
extension time of 15 s. The numbers of cycles were tested to ensure
that they fell within the linear phase of amplification; 28 cycles
were used in this experiment. The primer sequences were OLS_
gRNA-SP_F, TATATATCTTGTGGAAAGGACGAAACACCG;
OLS_gRNA-SP_R, CTTATTTTAACTTGCTATTTCTAGCTCT.
To obtain high-yield coverage of the PCR products, ten repeats of
50-µL PCR reactions were performed for each library. The 144-bp
doi:10.1038/nmeth.4225

amplicons were separated via 2% agarose gel electrophoresis
and purified with a QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen).
Subsequently, the gRNA-LGP vector (Addgene no. 52963) was
digested with BsmBI (NEB) via the following reaction at 55 °C
for 3 h: gRNA-LGP vector, 4 µg; buffer 3.1, 5 µL; 10× BSA, 5 µL;
BsmBI, 3 µL; H2O up to 50 µL.
After digestion, the vector was treated with 2 µL of calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (NEB) at 37 °C for 30 min, then purified with a QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen). To assemble
the paired gRNAs into the vector, ten Gibson assembly reactions
were performed as follows: linearized gRNA-LGP vector, 200 ng;
dual-gRNA inserts, 36 ng (molar ratio 1:10); 2× Gibson Assembly
Master Mix (NEB), 10 µl; H2O up to 20 µL.
After incubation at 50 °C for 1 h, the product was purified with a
QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen) and then transformed into
One Shot Stbl3 chemically competent Escherichia coli (Invitrogen).
Twenty parallel transformations were performed to ensure adequate
library representation. A small fraction (20–100 µL) of cultures was
spread on carbenicillin (50 µg/ml) LB plates to calculate the library
coverage, and the rest of the cultures were amplified overnight in
150 ml LB medium; ~100× library coverage was ensured. The
plasmid DNA was then extracted with a HiSpeed Plasmid Maxi
Kit (Qiagen), and 20 independent clones were picked and Sangersequenced to estimate the overall quality of the library.
Step II: insertion of the gRNA scaffold and the mouse U6 promoter.
The step 1 library plasmids were digested with BsmBI (NEB), in
the following reaction at 55 °C for 3 h: step 1 library, 4 µg; buffer
3.1, 5 µL; 10× BSA, 5 µL; BsmBI, 3 µL; H2O up to 50 µL.
After digestion, the linearized plasmids were treated with 2 µL
of calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (NEB) at 37 °C for 30 min,
and cut plasmids were gel-purified via 0.6% agarose gel electrophoresis and QIAquick gel extraction (Qiagen).
Concurrently, the step 2 inserts, synthesized commercially
(Integrated DNA Technologies) and cloned into a TOPO vector, were digested with BsmBI (NEB), in the following reaction
at 55 °C for 3 h: purified step 2 insert PCR product, 0.8 µg;
buffer 3.1, 5 µL; 10× BSA, 5 µL; BsmBI, 3 µL; H2O up to 50 µL.
The sequence of the step 2 insert, with the left gRNA scaffold
underlined and mU6 promoters in bold, was TATGAGGACGA
ATCTCCCGCTTATACGTCTCTGTTTCAGAGCTATGCTGG
AAACTGCATAGCAAGTTGAAATAAGGCTAGTCCGTTAT
CAACTTGAAAAAGTGGCACCGAGTCGGTGCTTTTTTGT
ACTGAGTCGCCCAGTCTCAGATAGATCCGACGCCGCCA
TCTCTAGGCCCGCGCCGGCCCCCTCGCACAGACTTGTG
GGAGAAGCTCGGCTACTCCCCTGCCCCGGTTAATTTGC
ATATAATATTTCCTAGTAACTATAGAGGCTTAATGTGCGA
TAAAAGACAGATAATCTGTTCTTTTTAATACTAGCTACA
TTTTACATGATAGGCTTGGATTTCTATAAGAGATACAAA
TACTAAATTATTATTTTAAAAAACAGCACAAAAGGAAAC
TCACCCTAACTGTAAAGTAATTGTGTGTTTTGAGACTAT
AAATATCCCTTGGAGAAAAGCCTTGTTTGAGAGACGGT
ACAAGCACACGTTTGTCAAGACC.
Subsequently, the following ligation reaction was set up, involving overnight incubation at 16 °C and subsequent heat inactivation at 65 °C for 10 min: 10× T4 DNA ligase buffer, 2 µL; step 1
library, digested, 100 ng; step 2 insert, digested, 100 ng; T4 DNA
ligase (high concentration), 1 µL; H2O up to 20 µL.
4 µL of the reaction was transformed into 100 µL of ElectroMAX
Stbl4 competent cells (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s
nature methods
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protocol, with an Eppendorf Electroporator. A small fraction
(1–10 µL) of cultures was spread on carbenicillin (50 µg/ml) LB
plates to calculate the library coverage, and the remainder was
plated on ten 15-cm LB–carbenicillin plates and grown overnight
at 37 °C for amplification. Two transformations were required to
obtain ~100× library coverage. The plasmid DNA was extracted
with a HiSpeed Plasmid Maxi Kit (Qiagen). Library diversity was
determined by deep sequencing.
NGS library preparation. Harvested cell pellets were stored at
−80 °C until extraction of genomic DNA with a DNeasy Blood
and Tissue Kit (Qiagen). The dual-gRNA cassette was amplified
and prepared for deep sequencing through two steps of PCR. The
first step was performed as ten separate 50-µL reactions with 2 µg
input genomic DNA per reaction (total of 20 µg for each sample)
with Kapa Hifi. The PCR primers were as follows: NGS_dualgRNA_SP_Lib_F, ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCC
GATCT TATATATCTTGTGGAAAGGACGAAACACCG; NGS_
dual-gRNA_SP_Lib_R, GACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTT
CCGATCT CCTTATTTTAACTTGCTATTTCTAGCTCTA.
The thermocycling parameters were: 95 °C for 30 s; 21–26
cycles of 98 °C for 15 s; 55 °C for 15 s; and 72 °C for 45 s); and
72 °C for 5 min. The numbers of cycles were tested to ensure
that they fell within the linear phase of amplification. Amplicons
(600 bp) of ten reactions for each sample were pooled, size-selected
and purified with Agencourt AMPure XP beads at an 0.8 ratio,
then further purified with a QIAquick PCR Purification Kit
(Qiagen). The second step of PCR was performed with four separate 50-µL reactions with 5 ng of first-step PCR product per
reaction (total of 20 ng for each sample), and Next Multiplex
Oligos for Illumina (New England Biosciences) were used to
attach Illumina adaptors and indexes. The thermocycling parameters were: 95 °C for 30 s; 7 or 8 cycles of (98 °C for 15 s; 72 °C
for 45 s); and 72 °C for 5 min. The amplicons from these four
reactions for each sample were pooled, size-selected and purified twice with Agencourt AMPure XP beads at an 0.8 ratio. The
purified second-step PCR library was quantified by real-time PCR
with Illumina Library Quantification (Kapa Biosystems) and
used for downstream sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq rapidrun platform.
Viral production and Cas9 cloning. HEK293T cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS. To produce lentivirus particles, HEK293T cells were seeded in 15-cm tissue culture
dishes 1 d before transfection and were 70–80% confluent at the
time of transfection. Before transfection, the culture medium was
changed to prewarmed DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS. For
each 15-cm dish, 36 µL of Lipofectamine 3000 (Life Technologies)
was diluted in 1.2 mL OptiMEM (Life Technologies). Separately,
3 µg pMD2.G (Addgene no. 12259), 12 µg of pCMV delta R8.2
(Addgene no. 12263), 9 µg of lentiviral vector and 48 µL of P3000
reagent were diluted in 1.2 mL OptiMEM. After incubation for
5 min, the Lipofectamine 3000 mixture and DNA mixture were
combined and incubated at room temperature for 30 min. The
mixture was then added dropwise to HEK293T cells. Viral particles were harvested 48 h and 72 h after transfection, further
concentrated with Centricon Plus-20 centrifugal ultrafilters with
a cutoff 100,000 NMWL (Millipore) to a final volume of 450 µL,
divided into aliquots and frozen at −80 °C.
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For screening assays, the CRISPR Cas9 nuclease was stably integrated into the human AAVS1 sites in HeLa, 293T and A549 cell
lines. Cas9 cell lines were obtained from GeneCopoeia, tested for
mycoplasma contamination and expanded and frozen in multiple
aliquots so that subsequent experiments could be performed with
low (<5) passage numbers. The cells were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and hygromycin to select for cells that
had integrated Cas9. Nearly 100% killing was observed in cells
without the Cas9 vector after 120 h of exposure.
Design of gene constructs. A panel of 73 genes comprising 17
validated oncogenes, 30 validated tumor-suppressor genes and
26 cancer-relevant DTs were selected for study (Fig. 2a and
Supplementary Table 1). Priority was given to the genes most frequently mutated in human cancer15 and genes that were targets of
FDA-approved drugs. Three unique 20-bp gRNAs were designed
for each target gene. A large number of gRNAs were designed to
target the earliest exon of each gene and/or constitutive exons, as
previously reported26. Poly(T) sequences (i.e., those with more
than two consecutive Ts) were avoided and, to prevent off-target
editing, gRNAs were used only if they would require at least three
substitutions to match any other sequence in the genome. After
filtering of all gRNA designs for the aforementioned criteria, three
gRNAs were selected: one targeting the earliest exon and two
targeting the earliest constitutive exons. Dual-gRNA constructs
were synthesized for all pairwise gRNA combinations between
genes. In addition, 12 gRNAs were designed to be ‘nontargeters’
that should not target any specific site in the genome. Three of
these were randomly selected and paired with all targeting gRNAs
to provide single-knockout constructs. In addition, pairs of nontargeting gRNAs were included as negative controls. In total, this
process resulted in 23,652 double-gene-knockout constructs and
657 single-gene-knockout constructs.
Competitive-growth experiments. The pooled library of doublegRNA constructs was packaged into lentiviruses, and each cell
line was infected at an MOI of 0.1–0.4 to ensure that each cell
had zero or one double-gRNA constructs. Experiments were performed in three cell lines: HeLa, a human papilloma virus–positive cervical cancer cell line; A549, a KRAS G12S-mutant lung
cancer cell line; and 293T, an SV40 large T antigen–transformed
embryonic kidney cell line. To maintain adequate representation
of all library elements (>200 fold), each screen was started with
107 cells. To accommodate this large number of cells, 500 cm2
bioassay plates (Corning) were used. Puromycin selection was
started 2 d after transduction and was maintained throughout
the course of the experiment to eliminate cells without gRNAs.
The puromycin selection doses was 5 µg/ml. After transduction,
cells containing integrated gRNAs were maintained in exponential growth by harvesting and removing a fraction of the cells
approximately every 2–4 d. A minimum of 5 × 106 cells were
maintained in culture for all cell lines at each passage. DNA was
extracted from cells harvested at 3-, 14-, 21- and 28-d time points
after transduction with a Blood and Cell Culture DNA Mini Kit
(Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s protocols. To assess the
frequency of gRNAs before and after selection, integrated DNA
encoding the gRNA sequence was PCR-amplified and prepared
for HiSeq rapid-run sequences, according to the manufacturer’s
protocols. Standard Illumina sequencing primers were used for
doi:10.1038/nmeth.4225
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library preparation, and sequencing was conducted to generate
75-bp reads in a paired-end fashion. After sequencing, data quality was assessed with FastQC.
Processing of paired-end reads. Analysis was performed with
a software pipeline constructed from Python, R and Jupyter
Notebooks21. FASTQ files were trimmed of scaffold sequence
with cutadapt27, after which trimmed reads with unexpected
lengths <19 or >21 bp were discarded. The remaining reads were
truncated to 19 bases from the appropriate end, and reverse reads
were reverse-complemented. Both reads in a pair were checked
for sequence matches against gRNA sequences used in the library,
and one mismatch was allowed anywhere in a read. Read pairs
that matched a known construct were aggregated to compute the
total counts for that construct in the relevant sample, which was
used for subsequent analysis.
Estimation of fitness of each construct. We assume that each
subpopulation of cells expressing a particular construct c grows
exponentially. In the continuous limit
( f + f0 )t
N c (t ) = N c (0) × 2 c

(1)

(1)

where Nc(t) is the number of cells in the population expressing
construct c at time t; fc is the fitness of construct c measured in
units of cell doublings per day (d−1); and f0 is the fitness of cells
expressing a double-null (control) construct. Pooled sequencing
does not measure Nc directly but estimates the relative abundance,
xc, of each construct in the population:
xc = log 2

Nc
Σc Nc

(2)

(2)

Combining equations (1) and (2) yields:
a + fc t
xc (t ) = ac + fct − log 2 ∑ 2 c
c

(3)

(3)

which has linear (in time) and nonlinear components. Here ac ≡ xc(0)
is the initial condition. Notably, although the same construct
is expected to have the same fitness in replicate experiments, it
may have different initial conditions. The nonlinear term reflects
effective interaction, whereby the relative frequency of one construct is modulated by the growth of other constructs. Thus, a
particular xc may possibly decrease even when its fitness, fc, is
positive. Because we are working with relative frequencies, there
is no need to ‘normalize’ the raw counts in any way. By definition, log2 relative frequencies satisfy the constraint Σ c 2 xc = 1
at all times.
Experimentally measured log2 relative frequencies Xc(t) deviate
from the expected values xc(t). The parameters of the model are
found by minimizing the sum of squares
E({ac , fc }) = ∑

2

c

∑ t [ Xc (t ) − xc (t )]

which is subject to the constraint Σ c 2ac = 1. Because E is invariant
under the substitution fc → fc + δ, where δ is an arbitrary constant,
the single-gene fitness is determined up to an overall additive constant, which can be fixed by setting the mean null-probe fitness
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to zero. Formally, one must find the minimum of the function
El ≡ E − l (Σ c 2ac − 1) , where λ is the Lagrange multiplier. In
other words, the following system of nonlinear equations must
be solved:
∂E l ∂E l ∂E l
=
=
= 0.
∂ac
∂f c
∂l
An analytical solution does not exist; however, an excellent
approximation exists when the number of constructs is large,
Σc1>>1, in which case the solution is:
fc =
and

Cov ( Xc , t )
Var(t )

+d

X − f t
ac = Xc − fc t − log 2 ∑ 2 c c
c

where the bars indicate means over time points. The ac values do
not depend on the choice of δ.
To avoid fitting to spurious data, we use only data points
above a certain threshold of raw sequencing reads. The threshold depends primarily on (i) the size of the sample (number of
cells) collected at a given time in relation to the size of the viral
library and (ii) the depth of sequencing. Notably, the leftmost
peaks in the histograms of (Supplementary Fig. 3a) contain
severely undersampled constructs with zero counts. Their x
coordinates correspond to a pseudocount of one introduced
only for visualization purposes, which is arbitrary and therefore should not be used for fitting the model. Likewise, finite but
very low counts are considered missing data. We set a threshold for every time point (red lines in Supplementary Fig. 3a).
Notably, the right tails of these histograms move to the right
over time, as the fastest-growing subpopulations become
progressively larger fractions of the cells sampled. Relatedly,
the peaks of zero counts become taller as smaller subpopulations are outcompeted by faster-growing subpopulations and
become undersampled.
Estimation of gRNA fitness and gRNA–gRNA interactions.
After fc values are known, the gRNA-level fitness and gRNA-level
interactions are determined as follows. Because each construct
contains two gRNA probes, p and p′, we write:
fc = f p + f p′ + p pp′

( 4)

(4)

where πpp′ is the gRNA-level interaction. Because there are n = 74
‘genes’ in the gRNA panel (73 genes and one null ‘gene’), each
represented by three distinct probes, there are 32n(n − 1)/2 =
24,309 constructs in total. Each gRNA is effectively replicated
3(n − 1) = 219 times, because it appears in as many constructs.
The gRNA-level π scores are as unique as the construct fitness,
fc. The fp values are found by robust fitting of equation (4). The
gRNA-level π scores are the residuals of the robust fit.
A negative interaction indicates slower-than-expected growth,
thus suggesting synthetic sickness or lethality, whereas a positive
interaction indicates faster-than-expected growth, thus suggesting
epistasis28. Genes with very low or no expression had fitness scores
very near the average for that cell line, thus suggesting a neutral
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growth effect. In agreement with results from prior competitive
growth CRISPR knockout screens29, the average fitness effect of
all genes was slightly negative in all three cell lines.
We constructed a replicate plot of gRNA-level fitness
(Supplementary Fig. 3c), in which each gene was represented by
three gRNA probes. We highlighted three ‘genes’: the null gene as
well as two genes with large positive and negative gRNA-probe fitness. The origin was set to the center of mass of the null probes on
the basis of the choice of δ. Reassuringly, the null probes clustered
closely together. For almost all genes, one of the three probes had
almost zero fitness effect, and the median probe split the difference. To avoid diluting the signal with underperforming probes,
we rank the probes as r(p) ∈ {0,1,2} in ascending order of |fp|.
The ranks define weights for averaging as follows: the gene-level
fitness values are calculated as the weighted means of probelevel fitness values, with weights given by the squares of probe
ranks, r2(p), and the gene-level interactions are calculated as the
weighted means of gRNA-level interactions, with weights given
by the products of gRNA-probe ranks, r(p)r(p′). The means are
over gRNA probes that represent the pair of interacting genes.
The weights are designed so that probes with rank 0 do not contribute to the means, and the ‘best’ gRNA probes have the highest weights. Thus, each gene-level fitness is determined by two
gRNA probes, and each gene-level interaction is determined by
four gRNA-probe pairs. This heuristic may not be appropriate
for other probe designs. For instance, if all three probes were performing well, it might be appropriate to choose equal weights.
Example fits are shown in Supplementary Figure 3b. In the top
panels, the fitted fc agreed well between replicates, but only after
undersampled points had been removed. The bottom panels show
examples when fc does not agree well between replicates despite
no obvious undersampling. These cases come in two types: those
in which the measured data have large variance (bottom left)
and those in which the data have clear but disagreeing trends in
both replicates (bottom right). In the latter case, it is not known
whether there is a real biological difference between replicated
experiments or whether this is just a random ordering of four
data points with large variances into apparent trends; therefore,
we take this variance at face value and incorporate it into a model
that borrows power from both replicates. In this model, we do not
look for fc separately for each replicate. Instead, we find a single
optimal fc from nc data points (nc = 2nt minus any number of
points below the threshold). We assume that fc does not change
across experiments (although the initial conditions ac may be different in each replicate). Each fc is associated with a raw P value
calculated from the t statistic
tc =

fc
SE( fc )

where
SE( fc ) =

∑ t [ Xc (t ) − xc (t )]2

(nc − 2)∑ (t 2 − t 2 )
t

is the standard error of fc. The factor (nc − 2) is the number of
degrees of freedom that can be between 1 and 2nt − 2, depending
on the number of data points used for fitting. The raw P values, Pc,
are transformed into posterior probabilities, PPc, according to the
theory of Storey30,31 (http://github.com/jdstorey/qvalue), which
connects P values with Bayesian posterior probabilities in the
nature methods

context of the two-groups model. We find that approximately 2/3
of the posterior probabilities are zero; hence, approximately 2/3
of the fc values in equation (3) are likely to be truly zero. We avoid
fitting to noise by designing a numerical Bayesian ensemble of
experiments. In each member of the ensemble, we assign a fitness
value to construct c, which is either 0 with probability (1 − PPc)
or a Gaussian-distributed random number with mean fc and
s.d. nc − 2 × s.e.( fc ) . The latter value of s.d. includes both the
experimental variance from sampling and counting, and possible
biological variance. We typically created 103 samples, calculated
gene-level quantities fg and ðgg ′ for each ensemble member and
reported ensemble means and other statistics. We believe that the
above sampling procedure is a reasonable data-driven solution
to the bias-versus-variance problem. We calculate the z scores
by dividing raw values of πgg′ by the s.d. of all interactions in a
given experiment. We consider an interaction to be a candidate
for further validation if it has a large absolute z score, typically
|z| >3. We define the false discovery rate FDR (π) as the ratio
of the observed number of interactions more extreme than π to
the expected number of such interactions in the null model32, as
has been adopted by other authors33. The null model is obtained
from the Bayesian ensemble by mean-centering of the marginal
distribution of every πgg′ (ref. 34). This null ensemble preserves
correlations between gene pairs but is devoid of signal.
Replicate correlation. To assess the variance between the two
biological replicates for each cell line, single-gene fitness (f) and
genetic interaction (π) were separately calculated for each replicate. Standard Pearson correlation was used to compare a single gene, f, from replicates 1 and 2 (Supplementary Fig. 4a–c).
Given that genetic interaction is rare, the true value of most π
scores is zero; hence, the measured values are driven entirely by
noise. Therefore, correlation analysis was performed over the
gene pairs with significant positive or negative interactions in
at least one replicate (|z| >3), as has previously been proposed35.
Additionally, the linear fit was constrained to pass through the
origin (Supplementary Fig. 4d–f). For the calculation of geneticinteraction scores for each cell line, the analysis pipeline combined the data from both biological replicates.
Gene expression analysis. RNA-seq data for the HeLa, A549
and 293T cell lines were obtained from the ENCODE project
(GSE30567)36. The reported reads per kilobase of transcript per
million mapped reads (RPKM) values represent the average of
two separate experiments.
Drug–drug interaction testing. We selected eight pairs of DT
genes for which a synthetic-lethal genetic interaction had been
identified in only HeLa or A549 cells. Rather than simply reproducing the dual CRISPR knockout experiment (gene–gene interaction), we sought to examine the viability of cells exposed to
drugs inhibiting the corresponding gene products (drug–drug
interaction), evaluating whether the interaction could be detected
by an independent technology at the protein level and whether it
was also accessible therapeutically. Interactions were prioritized
for validation testing by identification of the interactions with
the most-negative z scores in either HeLa of A594 cells for which
we could obtain specific chemical inhibitors of gene product. In
certain cases, multiple drugs were tested for each gene to identify
doi:10.1038/nmeth.4225
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the drug that best recapitulated the gene-knockout phenotype.
HeLa or A549 cells were seeded in clear 96-well plates and allowed
to attach overnight. The next day, drugs or solvent controls
(DMSO for all compounds except hydroxyurea, which was dissolved in H2O) were added, and the cells were allowed to grow
for 72 h in the presence of drug. Six replicates (individual wells,
treated with drug by manual pipetting) were performed for each
dose. After 72 h, 20 µL of 10× Resazurin (450 µM) was added to
each well, and fluorescence was read on an Infinite F200 plate
reader (Tecan) at excitation wavelength of 565 nM and an emission wavelength of 590 nM. Each drug was initially run by itself
to establish its single-drug dose–response curve in each cell line.
The drug hydroxyurea had a flat dose–response curve, such that
doses well in excess of the reported IC50 for in vitro inhibition
of RRM2 had minimal effects on cell viability; here, a fixed dose
expected to achieve near-maximal inhibition of target, as previously reported37, was chosen for use in combination experiments. For the other combinations in which both drugs showed
single-agent toxicity, the second drug was tested at a fixed dose
that inhibited growth by ~20% (IC20), as determined by its singleagent dose–response curve (Supplementary Fig. 7). For two of
the seven compounds, the IC20 dose differed between HeLa and
A549 (Supplementary Table 4). To test for interaction between
genes A and B, a dose–response curve was established for drug 1
(inhibitor of gene A) in the presence or absence of drug 2 (inhibitor of gene B) at a fixed dose. Raw fluorescence values were normalized to values for either DMSO solvent wells (dose–response
curve in the absence of drug 2) or drug 2 alone (dose–response
curve in the presence of drug 2). Because the single-agent activity
of drug 2 was normalized to zero (i.e., defined as 100% normalized viability), the dose–response curves with and without drug 2
would be the same if there were only an additive effect. To assess
synergistic effects, which would suggest a synthetic-lethal relationship between gene A and gene B, a four-parameter nonlinear
regression was used to fit a curve to each drug38. The IC50 of drug
1 alone was compared with the IC50 in the presence of drug 2
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with the sum-of-squares F test in the software package GraphPad
Prism (GraphPad Software; Supplementary Fig. 8a–h).
Data availability. The authors declare that all data supporting
the findings of this study are available within the paper and its
supplementary information files. Additionally, networks and
visualizations have been deposited in NDEx 2.0 as follows:
293T, http://www.ndexbio.org/#/newNetwork/199f9bb1-c3eb11e6-8e29-06603eb7f303/; A549, http://www.ndexbio.org/#/
newNetwork/ec8bdae3-c3c9-11e6-8e29-06603eb7f303/; HeLa,
http://www.ndexbio.org/#/newNetwork/e50ee3c2-c3d4-11e68e29-06603eb7f303/. Source code for the analysis pipeline is
available at http://ideker.ucsd.edu/papers/rsasik2017/.
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